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Abstract

The paper contributes to research on employee satisfaction theory through analysing relationship between Job security (JS), job innovativeness (JI), internal communication (IC) and compassion & self-sacrifice (CSS) as antecedents of employee’s satisfaction (ES) in NGOs sectors in Bangladesh, and the moderating role of education & training (ET) in this relationship. The conceptual framework is examined using structural equation modelling. Data analysed has been drawn from 260 employees of BRAC NGOs located in Comilla and Chandpur districts of Bangladesh. The findings of this research positively strengthen the Non-government Organizations (NGOs) of Bangladesh with providing the job satisfaction to the employee by exploring the antecedents of employee’s satisfaction in NGOs. These outcomes of the study are consistent with the conclusion that employers of NGOs working in Bangladesh should cordially focus on employee’s satisfactory factors for the sake of assuring better performance and productivity.
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1. Introduction

NGOs have long working experience in Bangladesh and just immediately after...
the liberation war (1971); it emerged with rehabilitation activities for the post-war destitute people. Inexactly, 16,000 NGOs in 50,000 villages are working in Bangladesh in order to assist near about 40 lakh families and a total 233 foreign NGOs from 27 countries are operating their activities in this country [1], focusing on poverty, education, health & family planning, women empowerment, environment, self-employment and disaster [2]. In spite of having a long successful history of NGOs in Bangladesh inforesaid fields but these NGOs face many challenges and in some cases, they cannot be affordable to succeed. Out of many problems, NGOs mostly suffer from fundraising, distrust from donors, and lack of skilled human resources [3]. Cooperation between NGOs and services receiving organizations/individuals is one of the major organizational obstructs for NGOs working in Bangladesh [4]. Islamic traditions and customs are preserved by Ulama community of the country those who figure out that existing NGOs are the reflection of western dominance in Bangladesh. Communication with other NGOs, donors, government agencies, and other relief organizations is a barrier for NGOs in this country [5].

However, from the legal perspective, NGOs in Bangladesh are encountering a few challenges and relaxations. Broadly, there are two sorts of regulatory systems of NGOs in Bangladesh like laws for NGOs formation and laws for regulating NGOs’ activities, and a total 12 laws act for NGOs formation and operation in Bangladesh. Maximum laws for NGOs operation & regulation are archaic, mainly of the 19th century, and due to infirm legal structure, several NGOs suffer from poor administration. The most prominent laws for NGOs’ activities in this country are—the Societies Registration Act of 1860, the Trust Act of 1882 and the Companies Act of 1913. The NGOs work on human rights, advocacy, and tribal people—are monitored sensitively with the help of some black laws & executive orders.

The current study comprises the lessons learns from one of the very noticeable NGOs named BRAC. In consideration of the number of staffs BRAC (Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee) is the most prominent Non-government organization in the world with having 120,000 employees in 14 countries, including Bangladesh. After soon of liberation war 1971, Fazle Hasen Abed founded BRAC in 1972 for economic and social development of the war affected poor Bangladeshi people and at present its approximate total beneficiary individuals are 126 million [6], and the values of BRAC’s programs have a direct impact in the rural society of Bangladesh.

In Bangladesh, the majority of NGOs are not succeeded in terms of service delivery and cost minimization. Along with, many challenges like a fund, skilled human resources, tight rules and regulation, poor governance, and recently employee’s dissatisfaction has been added as the great challenges to NGOs sector. The consequences of this employee dissatisfaction cause low organizational outcomes. Many NGOs particularly, medium and small size ones are facing massive troubles in the operation of daily activities. Some Prior studies, [7] and [8] investigated that employee’s dissatisfaction is principally responsible in this re-
Employee satisfaction is just the opposite of employees’ dissatisfaction. Therefore, the significance of employee’s satisfaction in NGOs sectors has been scaled up in the context of Bangladesh. According to [9], for effective employee’s plan and customer contentment, employee’s satisfaction plays a vital role in private organization.

Further, [10] examined that employees’ satisfaction is significant for far-reaching growth as well as expected outcomes of the company. Employee job satisfaction is supremely important in an organization because it is what productivity depends on? That study added that employees are the core resources of the organization and their departure effects significantly in a negative way, the implementation process of the business plan. The results of the researches [11] [12] supported that job satisfaction is a pre-condition for work performance and similarly, a previous study explored that the relationship between work performance and job satisfaction is not unambiguous as well as unexpected [13]. Many prior researches in different contextual aspect reported that a relevant and negative relationship exists between job satisfaction and employee turnover [14] [15]. The studies further focused that the rate of job leaving by dissatisfied employees is higher than satisfied employees. The findings of the study indicated that higher employee satisfaction notably diminishes job stress and turnover intention among nurses in Taiwan [16]. Some researchers figure out that employee’s satisfaction leads to affect work productivity, employee’s turnover, and absenteeism. Job satisfaction is not only crucial for organizational performance, but also it leads to an individual’s well-being of the employees. Moreover, employee satisfaction is considered as the strong predictor of undertaking decision to stay in organization permanently [17].

[18] defined job dissatisfaction as “unpleasant condition and feeling of the employees that result in lower job performance to withdrawal behaviours as absenteeism or turnover.” Job dissatisfaction causes labour turnover intention and ill health, resulting in the low productivity and outcomes that lead to the organization to the risk of sustainability [19] [20]. [20] investigated the key causes of employee’s dissatisfaction that pushes the employees to turnover. It also argued that this turnover assists the human resources management to predict regarding actual satisfactory factors of employees. Some previous studies showed that job satisfaction is a momentous factor for management because dissatisfaction causes poor performances or productivity [13] [21], and low efficiency and leads to higher employee turnover [22] [23] [24]. By [25], the dissatisfaction of women employee in garments industry spreads promptly to their workmates that damages the goodwill of the industry. Due to dissatisfaction among employees especially in private sectors encourages the employees to search new job and finally decline the productive capabilities of employees, break down their morale and concentration towards work is decreased dramatically [3]. Insufficient payment, less training and development facilities and lack of supervision and monitoring are mostly responsible for an employee being dissatisfied, and this dissatisfaction leads to leaving the organization [20] [26] revealed that em-
Employee retention is the topmost challenges for manufacturing and industry in Ireland. The employee dissatisfaction in garments sectors in Bangladesh entangles the production and accelerates the cost of production. A previous study conducted targeting employee satisfaction in higher education [27], regarded employee as the internal clients of the business and the desire to cooperate in fulfilling the objectives of the business and the study also explored that employee's satisfaction influences organizational performance. The study further illustrated that teachers are the employees of educational institute and teachers’ satisfaction about works promotes the best lecture delivery and research quality. Anita (2012) pointed out that dissatisfied employees are seemed to be less creative, productive, and committed to the owners of the organization. Although, many studies from developed and developing countries focused on job satisfaction/ employee satisfaction of government organization, garments, banks, manufacturing, educational institutes but very few studies emphasized on employee satisfaction of NGOs.

Hence, the present study aims to analyse critical factors affecting employee's satisfaction in NGOs sectors in Bangladesh. The authors also modelled the moderating effect of education & training on employee’s satisfaction with (job security, internal communication, job innovativeness, and compassion & self-sacrifice). More specifically, the study emphasized on the following questions: 1) how does education & training effect on employee satisfaction? 2) What is the relationship between (job security, internal communication, job innovativeness, and compassion & self-sacrifice)? 3) Does education & training moderate relationship on employee satisfaction and (job security, internal communication, job innovativeness, and compassion & self-sacrifice)? The current research brought forward several theoretical contributions such as it explores how four factors (job security, internal communication, job innovativeness, and compassion & self-sacrifice) effect to employee satisfaction by bluntly considering the essence of employee satisfaction theory.

2. Literature Review

Employee Satisfaction

In organizational research and human resources management, employee satisfaction is studied with most importantly in recent years. Satisfaction is the state of happiness of mind. Employee or job satisfaction is the extent of happiness feeling of employees about job and employer. Job satisfaction explores emotional feeling and responses to their job and organization [11]. Marketing culture’ components like (innovativeness, selling task, and service quality) have a significant effect on employees’ distinct satisfaction [28]. Employee’s satisfaction is positively influenced by some HR issues like training, compensation, employee development [29]. For boosting organizational culture as well as employees satisfaction the composition of the work environment, freedom of work, recognition & reward with accurate organizational setup will be the most prioritized is-
sues [30]. Authors showed that teamwork, motivation, and professional pressure have a positive relationship with employee satisfaction in Jordanian public hospital. By [31], employees’ job satisfaction is influenced by distributive justice, environment, and work motivation. The finding reveals that recognition and training and development are positively associated with employee job satisfaction, whereas reward did not have a significant impact on employee job satisfaction [32]. Job satisfaction is more focused on the individual’s response to the job or specific aspects of the job, such as pay, supervision, and working conditions [33]. Among the dimensions of job satisfaction, the compensation package is regarded as the most influential factor of job satisfaction for employees of any organization [34]. Nine facets associated with job satisfaction like pay, promotion, supervision, fringe benefits, contingent rewards, operating conditions, co-workers, nature of work and communication, was explored by [35].

The study showed that the job satisfaction is found to be averagely satisfied, and accommodation level, administration, work condition, recognition, co-workers communications, educational activity, payment, vacation, and leaves are used to determine the job satisfaction to the nurses of Al-Qassim hospital of Sudia Arabia [36]. The research used the MUSA method that showed the richness of the set of factors which determine the satisfaction of newly recruited personnel at work in a large French organization [37]. Martin & Kaufman (2013) investigated that there is a strong positive correlation between organizational climate and the dependent variable of job satisfaction in South African Information & Technological organization. Work employment, Employee relationship, and training influence on job satisfaction of Bangladesh government Sonali Bank’s employees [38]. The employees and executives of public sector banks are more satisfied in the job than the employees, nonexecutives of private sector banks in Bangladesh [39]. The compensation package, supervisory support, job security, training and development opportunities, team cohesion, career growth, working conditions, and organizational culture and policies are positively associated with the academics’ job satisfaction in Bangladeshi private universities [40]. Training and performance appraisal, work atmosphere, compensation package, supervision are the key factors that impact on employees’ job satisfaction of Grameen Phone (GP), Bangla Link and Aktel mobile companies in Bangladesh [41]. Although there are some studies on NGOs’ performance, governance, development works and sustainability, but none of the studies in Bangladeshi literature investigated the present status of employee’s job satisfaction in NGOs sector in Bangladesh, hence, this present study.

3. Theoretical Framework

The research adopted the theory of employee satisfaction, a model of [42]. The main focus point in this research is to explore the influence of some factors on employee’s satisfaction with BRAC NGO. Job satisfaction is a relative term, and it is varied from employee to an employee for the variation of their expectation,
beliefs, values, norms. Even, due to the nature of organizations (public, private, profit & non-profit, business, economical), employee’s satisfaction is varied. Organizational, cultural, social, environmental, behavioural factors are also responsible for bringing satisfaction among employees. Many studies have been done on employee’s job satisfaction using employee satisfaction model. Personal and demographic factors (race, education, age, sex, tenure and work experience) and psychological factors (emotional intelligence, perception of the goal-settings process and personality characteristics) effect on employee job satisfaction in different arena of business and economics sectors [43]-[49].

Oshagbemi (1996) identified the following (teaching, research, administration and management, present pay, promotion, supervision, behaviours of co-workers, physical condition and working facilities) factors for job satisfaction of 566 colleges teachers. Content of work, supervision, co-workers, promotion, pay, and security were identified as the factors of employee satisfaction to the female employee in the Kuwaiti public government sector [50]. Another group of scholars suggested on some individuals factors like (salary, nature of work, leadership, promotion, colleagues, etc.) as the satisfactory factors of employees of a various private organization [51] [52] [53] [54]. Therefore, we are proposing the theoretical framework with the relationship of job security, internal communication, job innovativeness, compassion & self-sacrifice and employee’s satisfaction (see Figure 1).

4. Hypothesis Development
4.1. Job Security (JS) and Employee’s Satisfaction (ES)

By [55], Job security does not refer to merely the loss of job of an employee’s rather it suspects whether an employee will be affordable to manage job further shortly or not? [40] investigated that job security is an important factor in Bangladesh for satisfying employees’ in a job because of tremendous rate of unemployment. Low job security is inclusively associated with low job satisfaction in private doctors of Bangladesh [56]. A study on cooperative extension suggested that it is more productive employees those who feel the security of job comparatively with whom feel secured of the job [57]. Many prior studies in the field of
economics & business identified that job security is the pivotal antecedent for job satisfaction in an organization [58] [59]. In a study conducted among 1000 respondents of Germany, Luxembourg, and the United Kingdom [59], explored that job security is positively correlated with employee’s job satisfaction. [60] found that higher job satisfaction depends on higher job security and the relationship between employee satisfaction and job security are measured based on unemployment. Therefore, this study proposed the following hypothesis.

\[ H_1: \text{The higher “Job Security” (JS) increases the “Employee’s Satisfaction” (ES) in the case of NGOs.} \]

4.2. Internal Communication (IC) and Employee’s Satisfaction

The author found that communication between employees and top management is one of the best contributions to job satisfaction in public sector organization (Lehman, 2014). Co-worker communication is regarded as the most significant determinate factor for job satisfaction in Al-Qassim hospital in Saudi Arabia [36]. Significant and inclusive relationship between job satisfaction and internal communication is proved by previous some studies [61] [62] [63] in various contexts. According to [64], communication has strong and positive relationship with employees satisfaction, and communication-satisfaction interconnection is a symptomatic part of organizational success. Two different studies from Bangladesh context emphasized on communication as an antecedent of employee’s satisfaction in a private organization [65] [66]. Considering the literature above the following hypothesis is proposed:

\[ H_2: \text{The higher constructive “Internal Communication” (IC) increases the “Employee’s Satisfaction” (ES) in NGOs.} \]

4.3. Job Innovativeness (JI) and Employee’s Satisfaction

Innovativeness is a continuous & spontaneous organizational process that happens overtime to meet up new challenges, and it has a far-reaching effect on social & economic as well as a business change of contemporary globe [30]. Innovativeness is a large conception which denotes the intention to incept new idea, service as well as a product through organizational system, procedure, and process to enhance the potential of organizational better performance [67]. Innovativeness is a crucial element of marketing culture that significantly impact on job satisfaction [28]. A previous study conducted among 191 respondents in Malaysian electronic and electrical (E & E) manufacturing firms showed that job satisfaction and job intensity is positively-negatively influenced by green products and process [68]. Review of prior literature established reasonable evidence to back up the significant relationship between job satisfaction and innovativeness in developed as well as developing countries from various perspectives [69] [70] [71]. Therefore, the study proposed to test the following hypothesis.

\[ H_3: \text{The higher “Job Innovativeness” (JI) increases the “Employee’s Satisfaction” (ES) in NGOs in the case of Bangladesh.} \]
4.4. Compassion and Self-Sacrifice (CSS) and Employee’s Satisfaction

Compassion is defined as a “deep sense or quality of knowledge of the suffering of another, coupled with the wish to relieve it and it is associated with feelings of condolence, pity, sympathy, empathy, and commiseration” [72]. Self-compassion is meaningfully and independently associated with happiness and well-being in healthcare professionals [73]. Compassion competence was a factor influencing compassion satisfaction and burnout in the professional quality of life [74]. Generally, self-sacrifice is the dedication something for the greater sake of others or giving up self-interests for others. Compassion and self-sacrifice are the most important antecedent issues, and employees’ sense of Self-Sacrifices as a part of PSM (SS) increases Job Satisfaction among employees [75]. A study on public service modification investigated that motivational needs like self-service acts as an antecedent for employee satisfaction [76]. Self-sacrifice is the influencing element for public service motivation, employee satisfaction and public service motivation is positively connected [77]. Hence, the proposed hypotheses are as following:

\[ H_4: \text{The higher degree of "Compassion" (Com) increases the "Employee’s Satisfaction" (ES) in NGOs.} \]

\[ H_5: \text{The greater value of "Self Sacrifice" (SS) increases the "Employee’s Satisfaction" (ES) in NGOs in Bangladesh.} \]

4.5. Moderating Effect of Education & Training (ET)

Education accelerates worker’s skills, and it also assures the higher salary for employees resulting in employee satisfaction. Education is the process of learning, and mostly, it is crucial for social-economics and national prosperity [78]. Education and leadership are the factors that influence job satisfaction among nurses of Jordanian public hospitals, cited in. Some previous empirical studies of developed and developing countries having a variety of context [79] [80] [81] proposed by [82], showed that education influence on employee’s job satisfaction. Turkey tourism industry explored that strong ties exist between education level and employees satisfaction by [83]. Similarly, another study on Bangladeshi academician proved that training and development policies are positively associated with job satisfaction [40]. Training is an instrument for transferring work related specific knowledge to foster employee’s performance. “Training is methods that are applied to provide the new employees with the skills needed to perform their jobs” [84]. According to [29], Training and development are positively related to employee satisfaction. Training and education become a prominent part of the employee’s satisfaction, and these affect the overall job satisfaction level of organization [85]. Review of many previous empirical literatures highlighted evidence that employee training significantly brings employee job satisfaction in different organizations in their respective contexts [34] [86] [87]. The findings disclose that education and training are Corley
associated with employee’s satisfaction in both public and private organization of developed and developing countries. Therefore, the study attempts to investigate the presence of education & training as a moderator relationship between employee’s satisfaction and (job security, internal communication, innovativeness, compassion). Hence, the study proposes the following hypothesis to test.

**H$_6$: the attribute of “Training and Education” moderates the determining power of “job characteristics” (Job innovativeness, Job security and Internal communication) and “public service motivational factors” (self-sacrifice and compassion) while defining and explaining “Employees satisfaction” (ES).**

### 4.6. Dependent Variable: Employee’s Satisfaction (ES)

“Employee satisfaction has most often been defined as a pleasant or positive emotional state resulting from the perception of work, conception, and assessment of the work environment, work experience and the perception of all elements of the work and workplace” cited in [1]. The ingredients of a job have the various extent of significance that can be used for measuring overall satisfaction of employees from different ways in the organization [88]. Previous researches focused on many factors in different ways as well as contexts for employee/job satisfaction but broadly emphasized on job security, education and training, communication, compensation, innovativeness, compassion, working condition, service quality [28] [60] [89] [90]. Employees’ satisfaction depends mostly on internal communication and training & development in European private voluntary organization [87]. Moreover, a study [91] conducted in Telecommunication Company of East Azerbaijan having sample 240 revealed that employee’s learning satisfaction relies on significantly on four variables like technology, educational content, motivation, and attitude. Furthermore, Banibakr et al. (2019) suggested that nurses’ satisfaction of public hospital in Jordan relies on some organizational factors like work environment, organizational assurance, level of education and leadership, nurses’ teamwork, motivation, benefit, salary, and employment opportunity.

### 5. Research Method and Data Collection

#### 5.1. Data Collection and Sample

The study is quantitative and selected area, is BRAC NGOs of Comilla and Chandpur districts of Bangladesh with having a time frame from 10$^{th}$ April 2019 to 15$^{th}$ June2019. In these two districts, there are 45 BRAC’s NGOs offices related with microcredit distribution and other programmes, among which authors have selected 26 offices as research population. In every office, authors considered general manager, assistant branch manager, cashier, field officer as the respondents of the study. Following known sample size formula prescribed by [92], authors have interviewed 260 employees through structured questionnaire format but later incomplete and untruthful responses were rejected, thus the
study finalized 220 samples for this research.

The study followed a purposive sampling technique. One set of questionnaire with 18 items were administrated to collect data from the 260 respondents. Secondary data has been used also in this study for literature review and theoretical discussion. Response bias is the common phenomenon in social science research and to minimize this, authors were conscious about questionnaire design, question order, using best format, structure and order. The study further assessed the probability of non-response bias [93]. In this regard, two-tailed t-test has been used to examine variation between non-respondents and respondents in demographic variables (age, gender, designation and education). Therefore, non-response bias did not turn into big challenges in this study.

5.2. Measurement Instruments

A structured questionnaire consisting the key constructs of the research (job security, job innovativeness, internal communication, compassion & self-sacrifice, employee’s satisfaction, and education & training) was delivered among the respondents. The measurement instrument has been developed based on the prior literature. Five-point Likert scale from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” technique has been used for measuring the items of every construct. The construct job security has been measured using three items developed by the prior literature [94] with some modification in sentences structure. For the measurement of construct “internal communication”, items have been adapted from the literature [87]. Job innovativeness was measured through three items from the literature [70]. The question items were used from the literature [95], to measure the construct compassion & self-sacrifice. The moderating construct education & training was measured with the assistance of three questions items from the literature [96]. Finally, the dependent variable employee’s satisfaction was measured following three items previously used in some researches [29] [97]. All of the items which have been used in this research to measure the constructs of the research model, were done based on the hints of previous literatures but it is the matter of trouble that no genuine assessment scale that directly matches with the present study was found for the constructs of this study. Therefore, a combined item has been adapted from the studies done in the context of job satisfaction, job service motivation, public service satisfaction.

5.3. Data Analysis Method

To analyse the data SPSS 21 and AMOS 22 version has been used. The questionnaire used in the study had been validated from the literature. However, its reliability and validity were examined by Cronbach and CFA. The analysis section of this paper included CFA, multiple regression analysis, and SEM. Confirmatory factor analysis initially extracted employee’s job satisfaction, and multiple regression analysis identified the significant impact factors subsequently. Finally, structural equation modelling was used to verify the causal relationships between endogenous and exogenous constructs.
5.4. Results and Analysis

In the present research, to review the reliability and validity test, the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) observed which leads to the model testing where each of the hypotheses was challenged and reviewed [14]. The study used SPSS version 23 by IBM and SPSS-AMOS 21 by IBM to have statistical findings.

The findings of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) that indicates to SEM related findings to measure the influence of several key factors for employee’s satisfaction in NGOs sector of Bangladesh was discussed in the following first stage of the document.

In a nutshell, to discover the variables’ relationships and to bring the validity of data for the purposes making results more reliable and valid, CFA assisted in showing the relational framework among the discussed set of variables. The Average Variance Extracted (AVE), Composite reliability (CR) and the Cronbach Alpha (CA) were enlisted and analysed in the eve of analysing the internal reliability of every variable and recorded as shown in Table 1.

The recorded values must be higher than 0.70, but in respect of AVE below 0.50 is also acceptable by [98]. Additionally, the values of factor loadings for every item were recorded in light of the standard values higher than 0.07. In this study, researchers adapted the procedure of reliability testing from prior different empirical studies on employee/job satisfaction in government and private

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Item (s)</th>
<th>Loading</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job Innovativeness (JI)</td>
<td>JI1</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JI2</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JI3</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CSS1</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compassion &amp; Self-Sacrifice (CSS)</td>
<td>CSS2</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CSS3</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JS1</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Security (JS)</td>
<td>JS2</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JS3</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC1</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Communication (IC)</td>
<td>IC2</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IC3</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ET1</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education &amp; Training (ET)</td>
<td>ET2</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ET3</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ES1</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Satisfaction (ES)</td>
<td>ES2</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ES3</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
organization from various contextual perspectives [31] [91] [99]. Therefore, the authors established findings of this study as convergent reliable by previous some literature.

In Table 2, the result of means (m) and standard derivation (SD) is showed with having discriminant validity (DV) for every variable that shows latent variable correlation to assure the findings more valid as well as credible. Various aspects of respondent’s views for any two variables are discussed with the assistance of discriminant validity (DV). In Table 2, AVE’s square root value for every construct is cited in the diagonal row in order to make discriminant validity (DV) more reliable. The value of latent variable correlation should be lower than AVE’s square root value in respect of every construct to make the data more credible and discriminatory reliable [100]. In a nutshell, we can claim that satisfactory and positive result can be found as showed in Table 3.

The path analysis, confirmatory factor analysis, and the fitness of the model were measured using Structural Equation Modelling [98]. In Table 3, the summary of the related index for model fitness evaluation has been shown. The value of $\chi^2$ is 374.68; with value of df is 79, calculated in the present study. Moreover, [101] suggested that the standard range of model fitness would be (1 - 3). [102] say that other relevant indexes only be preferred to study model fitness when $\chi^2$

### Table 2. Correlation analysis of observed variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (s)</th>
<th>Mean (M)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (SD)</th>
<th>JI</th>
<th>CSS</th>
<th>JS</th>
<th>IC</th>
<th>ET</th>
<th>ES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job Innovativeness (JI)</td>
<td>5.374</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compassion &amp; self-sacrifice (CSS)</td>
<td>5.048</td>
<td>1.463</td>
<td>0.219*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Security (JS)</td>
<td>5.705</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td>0.231*</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Communication (IC)</td>
<td>4.676</td>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.201**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education &amp; Training (ET)</td>
<td>5.143</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Satisfaction (ES)</td>
<td>5.060</td>
<td>1.089</td>
<td>0.167*</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.413*</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.388*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Summary of model fitness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring Index</th>
<th>Observed Value In CFA</th>
<th>Observed Value In Model</th>
<th>Recommended Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMIN</td>
<td>374.68</td>
<td>306.85</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Df</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMIN/df</td>
<td>4.743</td>
<td>3.985</td>
<td>Less than 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>Above 0.90, When factor loading is high (Hooper, 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFI</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>Above 0.90 Above 0.80 (Hu &amp; Bentler, 1999).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>Less than 0.08 (Hooper, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>Above 0.95 (Hu &amp; Bentler, 1999).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>Above 0.95 (Hu &amp; Bentler, 1999).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>Above 0.90 (Malaquias &amp; Hwang).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>Above 0.95 (Hooper, 2008).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Chi-square) is highly sensitive to the sample size. The non-centrality index includes values of (RMSEA and CFI), and fitness index includes the absolute value of (GFI and AGFI), relative (NFI and TLI). To measure the difference, the absolute fitness index does not use any one (alternate models & the baselines). In generally, the standard value of GFI and AGFI is 0.90, but in current study, AGFI is 0.894 that moderately supported the findings. The value of NFI and TLI in the current study respectively is 0.958 and 0.968 that smartly supported by the literature \[102\] \[103\], while they suggested that both values should not below 0.95. According to \[102\], for non-centrality index, the value of RSMEA (elaborates the discrepancy over the df) and CFI should be higher than 0.06 and lower than 0.09 and present study’s RSMEA result is 0.076 that supported strongly the analysis of the study.

The value of AGFI is 0.894 in the present model, although it is lower than the standard value \[103\] but many previous empirical studies showed in their papers that values above 0.80/0.85 are widely acceptable in social science research \[104\] \[105\] \[106\].

At the commencement of analysis, the maximum index of values could not be calculated as the standard values but later, with the help of modification index the variables’ relations were examined until the fitness indices produced the desirable results and the least recommend values by the existing pool of literature, as a few of the fitness indices are discussed in Table 3 and the further details about incremental, parsimonious and absolute fit indices are following: 1) the measures for absolute fit as GFI, AGFI and RMSEA are 0.932, 0.894 and 0.076 respectively. Hence, the values of incremental fitness measures (RFI, IFI, CFI, and NFI) are 0.00, 0.968. 0.968 and 0.958 respectively. Finally, the values of CMIN/df and parsimonious fits measured (PGFI, PNFI, PCFI) are respectively 3.985 and 0.00, 0.000, 0.00, etc.

After examining the obtained model and identification of the model, the relationship among four exogenous (CSS, JC, JS, and JI) and two endogenous (EDU and ES) variables are tested and interpret near about 43% of the variance about employee satisfaction in NGOs, Bangladesh perspective. The outcomes of the examined hypothesis are narrated in the Table 4.

### Table 4. Hypothesis evaluation and path analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Beta (b)</th>
<th>Significance Value (s)</th>
<th>Result (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>CSS$\rightarrow$ ATT$^+$</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>IC$^-$ $\rightarrow$ ATT$^+$</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>JS$^-$ $\rightarrow$ ATT$^+$</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>JI$^-$ $\rightarrow$ ATT$^+$</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5a</td>
<td>CSS $^*$ EDU $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5b</td>
<td>IC $^*$ EDU $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5c</td>
<td>JS $^*$ EDU $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5d</td>
<td>JI $^*$ EDU $\rightarrow$ ATT</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Seven of the narrated hypothesis is supported by the examined model that includes H2-H5d, whereas the relationship between compassion & self-sacrifice and employee’s satisfaction is not succeeded to identify the employee’s satisfaction of NGOs in Bangladesh. In the discussion phase, every hypothesis has been discussed as well as reviewed in light of prevailing secondary literature.

6. Result Discussion

The objective of this study is to explore the effects of some factors on employee’s satisfaction in NGOs sectors in Bangladesh. By analysis-job innovativeness, job security, and internal communication lead to employee’s satisfaction of NGOs in Bangladesh, but compassion & self-sacrifice does not affect employee’s satisfaction. Path analysis of result part explored that the moderator constructs education & training moderated relationship—employee satisfaction to—job innovativeness, job security, internal communication, and compassion & self-sacrifice.

The higher “Job Security” (JS) increases the “Employee’s Satisfaction” (ES) in the case of NGOs is supported by path coefficient analysis, indicating that job security brings employee’s satisfaction in NGOs sectors. The findings of previous some researches similarly supported that job security is playing a key role for employee’s satisfaction in different context [40] [55], but few studies are not agreed that only job satisfaction is influencing factors for bringing satisfaction in NGOs sectors [59]. The authors predict based on analysis and literature reviews that employee’s satisfaction depends on job security in a large extent.

The higher constructive “Internal Communication” (IC) increases the “Employee’s Satisfaction” (ES) in NGOs is supported by the path coefficient analysis of the current study, referring that internal communication effects on employee’s satisfaction in NGOs sectors. Accordingly to [63], the result is supported with no differences. Based on the findings and literature study authors predict that internal communication among employees, employees, and employers play strong role to make satisfied the employees.

The higher “Job Innovativeness” (JI) increases the “Employee’s Satisfaction” (ES) in NGOs in the case of Bangladesh is supported by the path coefficient analysis of the present study, whereas it illustrated that job innovativeness significantly impact on employee’s satisfaction. The findings are consistent, having no variation with previous some published works [30] [67]. Moreover, authors foretell from findings and theoretical discussion that job innovativeness fetches tangible satisfaction among employees.

The higher degree of “Compassion” (Com) increases the “Employee’s Satisfaction” (ES), and the greater value of “Self Sacrifice” (SS) increases the “Employee’s Satisfaction” (ES) in NGOs in Bangladesh are not supported by the path coefficient analysis of this current study. The findings are not similar to many of the previous studies [73] [74] [95]. Although, these studies investigated that compassion is an organizational motivational instrument and self-sacrifice is individual’s self-enthusiastic instrument to be content in an organization. Moreover, the authors figure out that compassion and self-sacrifice can moderately
act for bringing employee’s satisfaction in NGOs sectors.

The attribute of “Training and Education” moderates the determining power of “job characteristics” (Job innovativeness, Job security and Internal communication) and “public service motivational factors” (self-sacrifice and compassion) while defining and explaining “Employees satisfaction” (ES) is strongly supported by the path coefficient analysis of this study. Although, no direct study’s findings found with similar and dissimilar results, but authors predict that education and training facilities for the development of employees can affect on other factors those which brings satisfaction and employee’s satisfaction.

7. Conclusions

In conformity with this research, authors sum up that not only job innovativeness, job security, and internal communication make contented the employees but also the stimulating elements for self-development in the career of the employees leads to employee’s satisfaction in NGOs sectors in Bangladesh. Although, a motivational ingredient like compassion & self-sacrifice was proved in several prior studies with evidence that it positively affects an employee’s satisfaction in different contextual aspects, but this study could not prove statistically. In this point, the theoretical as well as practical implications, loopholes, future directions, and recommendations—is more consistent for illustration in the current study.

The followings are the theoretical implications of this study: the majority of the past studies on employee’s satisfaction highlighted on the motivating factors of employee’s satisfaction like salary, promotion, rewards etc. and investigated employee’s satisfaction from the perspective of government employee’s satisfaction, employee’s satisfaction in business sectors, teaching institute employee’s satisfaction and health sectors employee’s satisfaction [27] [28]. No one researched the employee’s satisfaction in respect of NGOs sectors of Bangladesh. A previous study investigated job security as a momentous factor in Bangladesh for satisfying employees in the job because of large rate of unemployment (Masum et al., 2015). The study explores how three factors (job innovativeness, job security, and internal communication) contribute to ES by bluntly considering the essence of employee satisfaction theory. Moreover, the construct education and training have been added newly in employee’s satisfaction theory to get more ES outcomes in NGOs sectors in Bangladesh. Particularly, examining the moderating role of ET offers new insights to ES related studies. Furthermore, the NGOs, as well as the private, corporate organizations, government organizations of Bangladesh, can apply the outcomes of this research to diminish employees turn over, getting best performances from employees especially through focusing on moderating construct. Practically, the study indicates empirically which factors should be addressed for ES in NGOs sectors.

In light of the findings of this research, firstly: authors suggested that employees of NGOs working in Bangladesh should cordially focus on satisfactory em-
ployee factors for the sake of assuring better performance and productivity because a dissatisfied employee might not be affordable to keep abreast with organizational expectation for targeted outcomes. Secondly, a periodic performance evaluation system and the psychological test should be arranged to comprehend the level of satisfaction and performance of the employees.

Limitation and Future Directions

The study also could not avoid limitations. Authors conducted this research based on one NGO that cannot represent the whole NGOs working in Bangladesh due to nature of work, size, employee number, and location. The study focused only five factors affecting ES in NGOs sectors, but some more crucial factors like salary, justice, reward, code of conduct, work environment, and promotion were disregarded.

In the future direction section, the study suggests the following directions: firstly, it proposes to conduct the mixed method approach because only qualitative or quantitative research cannot cover the complete sense of understanding regarding ES. Truly, respondents cannot opinion fully in closed-ended questionnaire style.
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